Result of Prospective Validation of the Trisomy Test® for the Detection of Chromosomal Trisomies.
Noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) is one of the most common prenatal screening tests used worldwide. Trisomy Test® belongs to NIPT tests based on low-coverage whole-genome sequencing. In our prospective study, 7279 samples of pregnant women collected during approximately two years were analyzed. In this cohort, 117 positive cases for trisomies 21, 18, and 13 were reported. An in-house designed bioinformatic pipeline and proprietary biostatistical approach was used for the detection of trisomies. The pooled sensitivity and specificity of our test reached 99.12% and 99.94%, respectively. The proportion of repeatedly uninformative results after repeated blood draws was 1.11%. Based on the presented results, we can confirm that the Trisomy Test® is fully comparable with other commercial NIPT tests available worldwide.